
“ “Freedom of the Press, if it 
means anything at all, means 
the freedom to criticize and 
oppose” -George Orwell



Should School Administration Be 
Allowed to Censor or Control What 
Goes in Student Papers?



For/
Against

Against: 

▫ Students have first amendment 
rights

▫ Students learn real world 
journalism

▫ Laws against censorship
▪ Students do not know 

what is appropriate yet
▪ Students could hurt 

schools
▪ Uncensored papers could 

create chaos

For:

▫ Protects against inappropriate 
content

▫ Protect the school
▫ Teaches students when to 

express themselves
▪ Prior Restraint is illegal
▪ Schools protect 

unflattering information
▪ Restrict first amendment 

rights



Administrators should have the right 
to censor student newspapers if they 
are deemed a learning disruption or 
infringement of other students rights



Censorship from 
adults can 
prevent children 
from seeing 
inaccurate or 
otherwise 
inappropriate 
content 

▫ 1988 Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier

▪ Eastern District Court

▪ 8th Circuit Court 

▪ The Supreme Court

▪ 7-2 to Hazelwood

▫ Student article on THC consumption



Students hold the school’s reputation in 

their hands. The school could be held 

responsible for inaccurate or offensive 

information.



“Censoring school newspapers not only 
strengthens educational programs but also 
protects students and schools. If students 
publish offensive, defamatory, problematic 
content, those affected or insulted are 
likely to sue those responsible for the 
publication.”- Amelia Jimenez



Schools can use 
censorship to 
hide 
unflattering 
information 
that the public 
should still 
know

▫ Max Gordon and Connor Sphar of Herriman 

High School

▪ Report on missing teacher

▪ School takes article down



“ “In First Amendment law, prior 
restraint is government action 
that prohibits speech or other 
expression before the speech 
happens.”



1969 landmark 

Supreme 

Court Case 

Tinker v. Des 

Moines
Students do not “shed their constitutional rights to 

freedom of speech or expression at the 

schoolhouse gate.”



Students still have their 
constitutional first amendment 
rights in and out of schools. 



“If a child does not know from literary examples 
that African Americans were ever abused in our 
society, then how will those same children 
understand the implications of marches or rallies 
for black rights in modern society, or the 
struggles that people of color still go through to 
be treated as equals in all ways?” - Jessica Lyons



“when you’ve been teaching the public relations 
and calling it journalism, there are undoubted 
negative effects to that.” -Steven Listopad



Students “end up self-censoring or dropping 
their potentially controversial stories out of fear 
of retaliation -- against them personally or 
against their faculty adviser.” -Neha Madhira



Schools can use 
censorship to 
hide 
unflattering 
information 
that the public 
should still 
know

▫ Max Gordon and Connor Sphar of Herriman 

High School

▪ Report on missing teacher

▪ School takes article down



1969 landmark 

Supreme 

Court Case 

Tinker v. Des 

Moines
Students do not “shed their constitutional rights to 

freedom of speech or expression at the 

schoolhouse gate.”



New Voices

▫ Additional law 

▪ Adopted in 14 states



Students do 
not 
necessarily 
have the skills 
to understand 
what is 
appropriate 
and not 
appropriate to 
publish yet. 

▫ The Falcon THC article

▫ Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier 

▪  “legitimate pedagogical justification”



Unflattering, 

inappropriate, 

or inaccurate 

information 

and liability 

▫ In honesty, I think the school district for legal 

reasons would still need to review certain articles. I 

mean that’s just the reality, because it’s a school 

paper and they don’t want to put themselves at 

risk.” -Max Gordon

▫ Private schools could be held liable



Another 
concern is that 
if students are 
given too 
much freedom 
to publish they 
will abuse that 
right.

▫ “Inmates running the asylum.” -The National School 

Board



“ “Freedom of the Press, if it 
means anything at all, means 
the freedom to criticize and 
oppose” -George Orwell
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